NEW Software Available for HDS Gen2 and HDS Gen2 Touch

HDS Gen2 Version 2.5 Software

Recommended for all HDS Gen2 displays worldwide, this update provides support for new Lowrance technology and includes performance improvements and enhanced functionality.

HDS Gen2 Version 2.5 updated features:

- New functionality for Lowrance SpotlightScan™ Sonar
- New functionality for Lowrance SonarHub™ Sounder Module
- New FUSION-Link compatibility
- Improved redraw, pan and rotate performance with C-MAP MAX-N cartography
- Also, includes previous 2.1-45.144 software update

Access Software Updates page and select product
Learn more about HDS Gen2 products

HDS Gen2 Touch 2.5 Software Update

Recommended for all HDS Gen2 Touch displays worldwide, this update provides support for new Lowrance technology and includes performance improvements and enhanced functionality.

HDS Gen2 Touch Version 2.5 updated features:

- New functionality for Lowrance SpotlightScan Sonar
- New functionality for Lowrance SonarHub Sounder Module
- New FUSION-Link compatibility
- Improved redraw, pan and rotate performance with C-MAP MAX-N cartography
- Also, includes previous 2.1-45.144 software update

Access 2.5 Software Update for HDS Gen2 Touch
**NOW SHIPPING! SpotlightScan Sonar and SonarHub Sounder**

With the Version 2.5 Software Update, the following products have been released for shipping and are compatible with HDS Gen2 Touch and HDS Gen2*:

**SpotlightScan™ Sonar**
NEW SpotlightScan Sonar delivers a new level of angler-controlled, surround-scan views to provide picture-like images of key fishing areas on your HDS Gen2* or HDS Gen2 Touch fishfinder/chartplotter display.

**SonarHub™ Sounder Module**
NEW compact SonarHub™ module provides an all-in-one solution for adding best-in-class StructureScan® HD and CHIRP sonar capabilities to compatible Lowrance fishfinder/chartplotter displays.

*HDS Gen2 (non Touch) models require the SonarHub™ module for compatibility with the SpotlightScan™ Sonar transducer.
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